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This article describes an extension of the OpenModelica Compiler that translates reg-
ular Modelica models into a simpler language, called Micro–Modelica (µ–Modelica), that
can be understood by the recently developed stand–alone Quantized State Systems (QSS)
solvers. These solvers are very efficient when simulating systems with frequent disconti-
nuities. Thus, strongly discontinuous Modelica models can be simulated noticeably faster
than with the standard discrete time solvers. In Fig. 1 we can see the complete proposed
implementation of the model transformation, compilation and simulation process.

Extended simulations on two example models were performed, demonstrating the in-
creased efficiency of the stiff LIQSS solvers over the default DASSL solver of OpenModel-
ica. Consistent speedups were achieved and the required CPU time was reduced up to
40 times. Furthermore, for the two systems simulated we observed that the default DASSL
solver failed to generate the correct results if we didn’t force many output points. On the
other hand, not only the QSS solvers simulated correctly the models at all setups but,
because of the dense output they inherently generate, the number of steps taken remains
constant regardless of how many output points are requested.
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model switching_interleaved
  constant Integer N = 5;
  discrete Real d[16](start=dinit());del switching_interleaved 
  parameter Real buckbranch1_idealdiode1_T = 293.15; 
  ...
  initial algorithm
    resistor1_T := resistor1_T_ref;
    resistor1_R_actual := resistor1_R * (1.0 + resistor1_alpha * (resistor1_T -  
resistor1_T_ref));
  booleanpulse1_Twidth := (booleanpulse1_period * booleanpulse1_width) / 100.0;

  /* Equations */
  equation
    a[1] = x[5] / resistor1_R_actual;
    a[2] = x[3] + (x[1] + (x[2] + (x[4] - a[1])));
    der(x[5]) = a[2] / capacitor1_C;
  ...
  algorithm

  /* Discontinuities */
  when a[26] < 0.0 then
    d[2] := 1.0;
  ...
  end when;
end switching_interleaved;
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Figure 1: Pipeline of the implemented compilation/QSS simulation process


